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NEW QUESTION: 1
On a node CI, the System Availability KPI status is Critical.
What could cause it to be Critical?
A. An event with a System Availability KPI set to a state with
a Critical status is resolved to a node CI.
B. An event with a severity of Critical and not assigned is
resolved to a node CI.
C. An event with a severity of Critical and not resolved or
closed is resolved to a node CI.
D. An event with the Node Status indicator set to a state with
a Critical status is resolved to a node CI.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
What must be assigned to help parameters?
A. values
B. domain
C. da element
D. nothing
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3

Refer 10 the exhibit. two statements can this output verify?
(Choose two)
A. The device must receive an ElGRP packet with in 28 seconds
to maintain a nelghbor relation ship
B. The EIGRP neighbor has been up for 28 ms.
C. The EIGRP neighbor has been up for 28 seconds
D. The device will wait 200 ms before retransmitting an EIGRP
packet
E. The devcie will tear down and restart its EIGRP process in
24 seconds.
F. The device must recevice an ElGRP packet with in 24 seconds
to maintain a neighbor relation ship
Answer: C,D

NEW QUESTION: 4
Windows stores user passwords in the Security Accounts Manager
database (SAM), or in the Active Directory database in domains.
Passwords are never stored in clear text; passwords are hashed
and the results are stored in the SAM.
NTLM and LM authentication protocols are used to securely store
a user's password in the SAM database using different hashing
methods.
The SAM file in Windows Server 2008 is located in which of the
following locations?
A. c:\windows\system32\Boot\SAM
B. c:\windows\system32\config\SAM
C. c:\windows\system32\Setup\SAM
D. c:\windows\system32\drivers\SAM
Answer: B
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